
HiveOS and HiveManager 6.4r1 New Features Guide
This guide describes the new features and feature enhancements introduced in the HiveOS and 
HiveManager 6.4r1 releases. 

New Features and Feature Enhancements
Several new features and feature enhancements were introduced in these releases. You can read 
summaries of these features and enhancements below. Major features are covered in more detail in 
individual sections in this guide. For information about known and addressed issues in these releases, refer to 
the corresponding Aerohive Release Notes.

New and Enhanced HiveOS 6.4r1 Features
The following new features and feature enhancements have been added in the HiveOS 6.4r1 release.

AP230 Location Services: AP230 devices can now discover the received signal strength (RSSI) values of client 
transmissions and report these values to HiveManager, which uses them to calculate the probable 
location of the client, and display an icon for the client on a map. For a complete description of 
location services, see the HiveManager Online Help.

AP230 Protected Management Frames: AP230 devices now support the use of protected management 
frames (PMF) established with 802.11w, which prevents the malicious use of spoofed management 
frames to disrupt the operation of the wireless network.

AP230 Spectrum Analysis: AP230 devices now support spectrum analysis. This feature extracts RF 
interference information and classifies the cause based on spectrum signatures on both the 2.4 GHz and 
5 GHz bands. For a complete description of spectrum analysis, see the HiveManager Online Help.

Asynchronous RADIUS Accounting Update: A RADIUS accounting update interval is a repeating, 20 second 
period of time during which APs report DHCP-snooped IP addresses of associated clients to the RADIUS 
server, so they can be recorded and be properly authorized for network access. This enhancement 
removes the requirement that the AP waits until the end of the interval to update the RADIUS server. The 
AP now provides updated IP addresses of clients to an external RADIUS server immediately as soon as 
this information is obtained. 

MAC address bypass for captive web portal: The MAC address bypass enhancement allows administrators 
to configure a whitelist containing specific client MAC addresses. When paired with an SSID profile, 
these clients can bypass the normal captive web portal authentication and interaction process. This 
allows “headless” or embedded devices, such as ATMs and vending machines, to connect to the WLAN 
network without admin intervention. See "Support Enhancements for NAC" on page 16.
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New and Enhanced HiveManager 6.4r1 Features
The following new features and feature enhancements have been added in the HiveManager 6.4r1 release.

AP230 as iBeacon: Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) wireless technology provides many new applications for retail 
and commercial enterprises. With this release, you can enable an AP230 to behave as an iBeacon 
transmitter by connecting a Bluetooth dongle to the external USB port interface. iBeacon functions are 
configured in HiveManager. See "AP230 as iBeacon" on page 5.

FCC DFS support for AP230: AP230 devices now support dynamic frequency selection (DFS}, which is required 
when wireless devices are operating in the same regions as active radar systems. Because radar systems 
use part of the 5 GHz band, devices must be able to detect the radar activity and select an 
unoccupied channel automatically.

Delegate remote deployment of Aerohive devices: Aerohive currently supports the HiveManager capability 
to upload a specific HiveOS image and configuration to all automatically discovered devices as soon 
as they make an initial CAPWAP connection with HiveManager. This release introduces enhancements 
to the provisioning process, and eliminates any additional manual input that was previously required by 
the remote deployment administrator. All device-specific settings are now imported to devices using 
the CSV import file, the device auto provisioning network policy is automatically created based on the 
CSV import file, and the device firmware upgrade is performed as defined in the policy. See "Delegate 
Remote Deployment of Aerohive Devices" on page 9.

Unified IP firewall policy extended to switches: In this release, the unified IP firewall policy extends to the SR 
Series switches, covering both inbound and outbound traffic on wireless and wired clients. Previously, 
the IP firewall policy only supported Aerohive APs. See "Unified IP Firewall Policy Extended to SR Series 
Switches" on page 11.

Hong Kong area support for DFS for the AP230: When operating in the Hong Kong geographic area, AP230 
and AP330 devices now support the use of dynamic frequency selection (DFS) where radar systems are 
in use. This allows the devices to select a radar-free channel automatically when a radar presence is 
detected. For a complete description of DFS, see the HiveManager Online Help.

AP230 support for the China country code: AP230 devices now support the China country code.

AP1130 support for the Korea country code: AP1130 devices now support the Korea country code.

Support Enhancements for NAC: This release extends support for Network Access Control (NAC) 
applications. NAC Change of Authorization (CoA) messages can now redirect bring your own device 
(BYOD) users to an external captive web portal (in addition to the Aerohive internal web portal) for 
remediation, such as anti-virus software installation or other updates required to bring the user device 
into compliance with the network policy. A new redirect option has been added to the pull-down menu 
in the IP Firewall Policies section in HiveManager, See "Support Enhancements for NAC" on page 16.

Technology Preview: Cooperative-Application Visibility and Control Extended to SR Series Switches: 
Cooperative-Application Visibility and Control (C-AVC) extends AVC to the SR Series switches, enabling 
you to monitor traffic patterns on wired and wireless networks. Using C-AVC, Aerohive switches and 
access points leverage Cooperative Control protocols to analyze application usage data from wired 
clients, while HiveManager provides monitoring and reporting of Layer 7 application data gathered 
from both wired and wireless clients. C-AVC is available on SR2024, SR2024P, SR2124P, and SR2148P 
switches when a supported AP230, AP330, or AP350 is connected directly to the switch.

For more information about C-AVC, including currently supported features, supported configurations, 
and setup instructions, please see the C-AVC Technology Preview.
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HiveOS Feature Enhancements for 6.4r1

MAC Address Bypass Enhancement
A captive web portal is an Internet landing page to which end users can be directed to request network 
access. End users are granted access to your network after they enter required information, such as a login 
name and password. While captive web portals provide an efficient way to handle access requests, they 
also require user interaction, which may not be desirable or possible. For example, authenticating 
employees, students, or visitors who may move between buildings on a campus every few hours can be 
cumbersome. Embedded systems, such as ATMs at a sports stadium, are unable to interact with captive 
web portals. This enhancement allows you to configure a whitelist of MAC addresses that are not subject to 
captive web portal authentication. Use the HiveManager CLI Supplemental tool to create a list of MAC 
addresses and assign them to an SSID, and then upload the configuration to your devices. 

Enabling the CLI Supplemental Tool
Configure the MAC address bypass feature using the CLI Supplemental tool. All of the specific commands 
necessary to create a MAC address whitelist and assign it to an SSID are available in this tool. 
If you have not already enabled the CLI Supplemental tool, you must enable it in HiveManager:

1. Navigate to Home > Administration > HiveManager Settings. 
2. Click the check box next to Enable Supplemental CLI at the bottom of the page. 
3. Click the save icon (  ) to save.
4

For more details on how to use the CLI Supplemental tool, see the Online Help. 

Configuring the MAC Address Bypass Whitelist
To use the CLI tool to create a whitelist of MAC addresses and assign it to one or more SSIDs:

1. Navigate to Configuration > Advanced Configuration > Common Objects > CLI Supplement. 
2. Click New to configure the MAC address bypass whitelist using the CLI commands described in "CLI 

Commands for MAC Address Bypass" on page 4.
3. When you are done, click Save to save the CLI profile containing the whitelist in HiveManager.

This enhancement supports Aerohive APs and BR Series devices.
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A complete configuration update is required to activate the MAC address bypass feature. 
To upload your whitelist to your devices and activate the MAC address bypass feature:

1. Navigate to Configuration > Devices > All Devices.
2. Click the name of the device or devices to which you want to assign a Supplemental CLI object (in 

this case a MAC address whitelist). 
3. On the page that appears, scroll down to and expand the Advanced Settings section. 
4. Select the CLI profile that you want to upload to a device from the drop-down menu next to the 

Supplemental CLI and then click Save. 
If you have created and saved more than one CLI profile, you can choose which profile you want to 
designate to the device at the next full configuration update. If you leave this field empty, no CLI 
profiles will be uploaded during the next complete configuration update. 
You can create a new Supplemental CLI object or edit an existing object from this window by 
clicking + next to the field, which takes you to the Supplemental CLI tool. 

5. Upload the profile to one or more devices. On the Configuration > Devices > All Devices page, 
select the check box next to the name of the device or devices to which you want to assign the 
profile. 

6. Click the Update button and select Upload and Activate Configuration from the Advanced option.
To view the Supplemental CLI objects that are assigned to devices, you must first add this column to 
table on the All Devices display page. Click the Edit Table (  ) icon in the top right of the page. In 
the dialog box that appears, select Supplemental CLI from the Available Columns section and click 
the right ( > ) arrow to move it to Selected Columns section. You can also change the order in which 
it appears in the table using the Up and Down buttons. Click Save. The Supplemental CLI column 
now appears in the display table.

CLI Commands for MAC Address Bypass
Specific CLI commands have been created for this feature, and are listed below, with examples of their use. 
The CLI command syntax to create a MAC whitelist object with a single MAC address or a range of 
addresses is: 

mac-object <string> mac-range <mac_addr> - <mac_addr>

For example, to create a single MAC whitelist object with one MAC address, enter: 
mac-object test124 mac-range 1111:2222:3333 - 1111:2222:3333 

To create a single MAC whitelist object with a range of MAC addresses, enter:
mac-object vending mac-range aaaa:bbbb:cccc - aaaa:bbbb:dddd 

To create a single MAC whitelist object with a range of MAC addresses, enter:
mac-object test123 mac-range aaaa:bbbb:cc00 - aaaa:bbbb:ccff

The CLI command syntax to enable this feature for a specific security object is: 
security-object <string> security mac-white-list bypass-cwp

For example, to specify an SSID, enter: 
security-object test-ssid security mac-white-list bypass-cwp

If you have previously created an SSID profile in HiveManager, you must use the same SSID name as the 
name of the security object. In other words, the name, <string>, is by definition, the same name that the 
security object uses. You can find SSIDs that you have previously created on the Configuration > SSIDs page. 
If you need to create one, click New.

ou
You can configure a maximum of 128 MAC objects. Each MAC object can contain a maximum of 255 
MAC addresses.
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Once this feature is enabled, you must pair the “mac-white-list bypass-cwp” to the MAC object that 
contains the specific MAC addresses that can bypass the captive web portal. 

The CLI command syntax to create a MAC object is:
security-object <string> security mac-white-list mac-object <string>

For example:
security-object test-ssid security mac-white-list mac-object vending_albert1

Each security-object can have up to eight different MAC objects associated to a specific mac-white-list. 
For example, enter: 
security-object test-ssid security mac-white-list mac-object vending_albert1

security-object test-ssid security mac-white-list mac-object vending_albert2

security-object test-ssid security mac-white-list mac-object vending_albert3

security-object test-ssid security mac-white-list mac-object vending_albert4

security-object test-ssid security mac-white-list mac-object vending_albert5

security-object test-ssid security mac-white-list mac-object vending_albert6

security-object test-ssid security mac-white-list mac-object vending_albert7

security-object test-ssid security mac-white-list mac-object vending_albert8

You can add up to eight different MAC objects to a single mac-white-list. If you attempt to add more than 
eight objects, the following error message appears: 

security-object test-ssid security mac-white-list mac-object vending_albert9

can't bind mac-object to mac-white-list exceeding 8 members!

The CLI command syntax to see all of the paired MAC objects for a specific security object is:
show security-object <string> security mac-white-list 

For example, enter:
show security-object test-ssid security mac-white-list 

HiveManager Feature Enhancements for 6.4r1
AP230 as iBeacon 
In this release, Aerohive introduces support for BLE proximity beacon, or iBeacon services, based on version 
4.0 of the Bluetooth specification. This feature allows an AP230 to act as an iBeacon transmitter. BLE 
technology does not rely on satellites (as GPS does), but on clients receiving signals within a certain proximity 
to local iBeacon transmitters. BLE technology works in locations where GPS signals are not available. 
With this feature, you do not need to install and set up separate iBeacon transmitters, separate AC power 
connections, or periodically replace weak batteries. Instead, you simply connect an iBeacon dongle to the 
USB port on an AP230. The dongle performs the iBeacon transmission using power provided by the AP230. 
You configure the iBeacon settings in HiveManager. 
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The following topics are covered in more detail below: 
• "Enabling the iBeacon Service in HiveManager" on page 6
• "Upgrading HiveOS and Extracting and Loading iBeacon USB Dongle Firmware" on page 6
• "Configuring the UUID String, Major and Minor Values, and Measured Power Setting" on page 7
• "Enabling the USB Power Mode in HiveManager" on page 8
To learn more about iBeacon technology, see Building Applications with iBeacon, by Matthew S. Gast, 
published by O’Reilly Media, Inc., October 10, 2014.

Enabling the iBeacon Service in HiveManager
To enable the iBeacon service in HiveManager: 

1. Upgrade HiveManager to version 6.4r1. 
2. Insert the iBeacon USB dongle (model BLED112 Bluetooth Smart Dongle, available from Bluegiga) in 

the USB port on the AP230.
3. In HiveManager, navigate to Home > Administration > HiveManager Services and select the check 

box for iBeacon Service Settings.
4. Select the check box for Enable iBeacon Service, and configure the UUID number and iBeacon 

name (up to 32 characters with no blank spaces). You can clear the name field, or leave it as 
AerohiveNetworks, which is the default setting. The iBeacon name is for your reference only, and is 
not included in the iBeacon advertisement packet transmitted by the BLED112. Click the Update 
button at the top of the page to enable the service. You will see a success message when the 
service is enabled.

Upgrading HiveOS and Extracting and Loading iBeacon USB Dongle Firmware
There are two steps for upgrading HiveOS to support the iBeacon Service. First you must upgrade HiveOs to 
6.4r1, and then you must update the iBeacon USB dongle firmware to extract it and load it on the BLED112 
smart dongle. These procedures are described below.

The firmware for the Bluegiga iBeacon dongle, included in the HiveOS 6.4r1 release, is extracted and loaded 
to the iBeacon dongle after you upgrade HiveOS from HiveManager.

To upgrade and activate HiveOS 6.4r1:

1. Navigate to Configuration > All Devices and select check box for the AP230. 
2. Click the Update button for a drop-down list of update actions.

This release supports the BLED112 Bluetooth Smart Dongle from Bluegiga Technologies. The required 
firmware is integrated in HiveOS 6.4r1. 

 The UUID shown (AerohiveNetworks) in the HiveManager Services page above is the default UUID. If your 
organization already has a UUID number, enter this number in the field. You can also set one yourself, or 
you can obtain a randomly generated one from the Internet. You can also leave the field blank.

SCP/TFTP is not supported in this release for the iBeacon upload and extraction process. 

 Before updating to HiveOS 6.4r1, make sure that the USB device is connected to the AP230. 
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3. Select Advanced > Upload and Activate HiveOS Firmware.
4. In the dialog box that appears, select the AP230 HiveOS 6.4r1 image from the drop-down list, and 

click Upload. If you do not see the image in the drop-down list, click the Add/Remove button to 
select the HiveOS image from the update server. Click Upload to copy the HiveOS Image to 
HiveManager. Select the new HiveOS image in the drop-down list and then click Upload. 

To extract and load the iBeacon firmware on the BLED112 dongle:

1. Navigate to Configuration > All Devices and select check box for the AP230. 
2. Click the Update... button for a drop-down list of update actions.
3. Select Advanced > Update the BLE device firmware.
4. In the Confirm dialog box, click Yes. A success message appears when the firmware has been 

updated.

Configuring the UUID String, Major and Minor Values, and Measured 
Power Setting
Each iBeacon AP230 transmits three numbers that uniquely identify it to nearby client devices, such as smart 
phones. These numbers are the UUID, and major and minor numbers. The major and minor numbers identify 
areas within an organization. For example a department (major) or section of a department (minor) within a 
store. The following table illustrates how major and minor numbers are used:

In this example, when a BYOD customer enters the Electronics department in the Apple store in Palo Alto, 
the following message appears on their device: “Welcome to the Apple Store, Palo Alto, California, 
Electronics Department”. 

Store Location San Francisco Palo Alto London New York

UUID D9B9ECIF-3925-43D0-80A9-1E9D4CEA95C

Major 1 2 3 4

Minor

Software 10 10 10 10

Electronics 20 20 20 20

Accessories 30 30 30 30
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To configure the UUID and major and minor values:

1. Navigate to Configuration > Devices > Aerohive APs. 
2. Select the check box for the AP230, and click Modify. You can also double-click the name of the AP 

to see the Modify dialog box.
3. In the dialog box that appears, scroll down to the iBeacon section.
4. Enter values in the Major and Minor fields, and set the Admin state to Up to enable the ble0 

interface. 
5. The Power (dBm) field is where you can set a power value, which is the received strength signal 

indication (RSSI) value for clients that are within one meter of an iBeacon transmitter. For this release, 
the Power value must be -59 dBm for the BLED112 dongle. 

6. Click Save.

Enabling the USB Power Mode in HiveManager
Enabling the USB power mode ensures that the USB port is powered on when an iBeacon USB dongle is 
connected to the AP. To enable the USB power:

1. Navigate to Configuration > Devices > Aerohive APs. 
2. Select the check box for the AP230, and click Modify. You can also double-click the name of the AP 

to display the Modify dialog box.
3. In the dialog box that appears, scroll down to the Optional Settings section. Expand the Advanced 

Port Settings section and select Enable from the drop-down list in the Power Mode column to power 
on the USB LAN interface. Click Save to save this setting.
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4. To apply these settings to the AP230, navigate to Configuration > Devices > Aerohive APs and select 
the check box next to the AP230 you want to update. 

5. Select Update Devices from the Update... drop down list. 
6. In the dialog box that appears click Update.

Delegate Remote Deployment of Aerohive Devices
In this release of HiveManager, the auto provisioning process is simplified to allow complete remote 
deployment of Aerohive devices. This feature allows the central admin to delegate the deployment to an 
on-site operations person. 
In the role as delegated admin, you can now import all Aerohive device-specific settings in a single 
workflow that includes import of the CSV file, upload of the auto provisioning configuration, and then 
upgrade of the firmware. This is in contrast to the additional manual configuration effort required after 
Aerohive devices first connected to the HiveManager. This feature is supported on both on-premises 
HiveManager and HiveManager Online.

The remote deployment process is as follows:

1. From on-premises HiveManager, navigate to Configuration > Devices > All Devices. 
2. Select the Unmanaged Devices tab. From the Device Inventory drop-down, select Import.
3. In the Import CSV File dialog box, click Browse to select a file to open a dialog box to import a .csv file. 

The Import CSV File dialogue box display now contains more device-specific settings.

The prerequisites to remote deployment is that the central admin create the network policy, and 
enable an automatic provisioning policy. These policies are associated to the remote deployment as 
part of the auto provisioning process when Aerohive devices reboot.

The Import CSV File dialogue box shown above reflects on-premise HiveManager. For HiveManager 
Online, the functionality is the same, but the display is slightly different.
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4. Click View Details to see a table similar to the one shown below, which includes additional Wi-Fi, HiveOS, 
and Tag device settings:

Attributes Description

Serial Number* Empty or 14 digits

Node ID* 12 hexadecimal digits

Device Model* AP110, AP1130, AP120, AP121, AP141, AP170, AP20, AP230, AP28, AP320, AP330, 
AP340, AP350, AP370, AP390, BR100, BR200, BR200-LTE-VZ, BR200-WP, SR2024, 
SR2024P, SR2124P, SR2148P

Device Function* AP, Router, Switch

Network policy 0-32 characters

Location 0-32 characters

Static IP Address Ex: 10.1.1.1

Netmask Ex: 255.255.255.0

Default Gateway Ex: 10.1.2.234

Topology Map 0-32 characters

Country Code Ex: 840 = United States

Wifi0 Radio Profile 0-32 characters
This profile is ignored for devices without radio.
The radio profile must be an existing and valid profile.
Default is the same as auto provisioning default.

Wifi0 Admin State 0: Up
1: Down

Wifi0 Operation Mode 1: Access
2: Backhaul
4: Dual
7: Sensor

Wifi0 Channel Based on its country code
0: Auto
Channel: 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13

Wifo0 Power 0: Auto
Setting: 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16,17,18,19,20

Wifi1 Radio Profile 0-32 characters
This profile is ignored for single-radio devices.
The radio profile must be an existing and valid profile.
Default is the same as auto provisioning default.

Wifi1 Admin State 0: Up
1: Down
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5. Click Choose File to browse to the .csv file that you created, and select it.

6. Select the check box to upload your device configuration settings if you are connecting to the 
HiveManager for the first time, and then select the check box to upgrade your devices to the specified 
HiveOS version.

After you have physically installed your APs, all of your device setting information as defined in the .csv file 
will be assigned to your APs, along with your associated network and auto provisioning policies. AP firmware 
is upgraded, and after the APs reboot, all devices become operational.

Unified IP Firewall Policy Extended to SR Series Switches
In HiveManager, the unified IP firewall policy has been extended to support wired clients connected to 
SR2024, SR2024P, SR2124P, and SR2148P Aerohive SR Series switches. This is in addition to the unified IP firewall 
policy that is already supported on Aerohive APs. By extending IP firewall support to the switches, Aerohive 
allows you to define a unified IP firewall policy, independent of wireless or wired access to your network.

Creating a unified firewall policy for switches and APs involves configuring an IP firewall policy for switches 
and APs, adding the IP firewall policy to a user profile, and binding the configured user profile to access port 
types. Then, you push the updated configuration onto your devices.

The unified IP firewall is configured in Layer 2 for switches and in Layer 3 for APs. As a result, there are fewer 
fields supported by the unified IP firewall on switches than on APs. For instance, logging is not supported on 
the switches, but it is supported on the APs. In addition, the switches support a maximum of 20 rules while the 
APs support a maximum of 64 rules. On the IP Firewall Policies page, there are two sections, one for switches 
and another for APs, in the same IP firewall policy under the same name. To make the switch IP firewall and 
the AP IP firewall a unified IP policy, make sure the configuration for both devices match. 

Wifi1 Operation Mode 1: Access
2: Backhaul
4: Dual
7: Sensor

Wifi1 Channel Based on its country code and device model
0: Auto
Channel:
36,40,44,48,149,153,157,161,165
DFS Channel:
52,56,60,64,100,104,108,112,116,120,124,128,132,136,140

Wifi Power 0: Auto
Setting: 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16,17,18,19,20

HiveOS HiveOS image version (Ex: 6.2r1)

Tag1 0-64 characters, Device Classification

Tag2 0-64 characters, Device Classification

Tag3 0-64 characters, Device Classification

VHM Name* 1-32 characters

* Mandatory fields.

You should ensure that the .csv file attribute values are valid. Invalid values will result in an error 
message upon file import, and any incorrect attribute values that are entered may result in 
unexpected device behavior. (Values are case-sensitive.)

Attributes Description
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Configuring a Unified IP Firewall Policy for Switches and APs
A unified IP firewall policy for switches and APs is a set of rules that determine which type of traffic to permit 
or deny based on the source and destination IP addresses as well as the service type. To create a unified IP 
firewall policy for switches and APs, you create a single policy for both device types. In the following 
configuration, you name the IP firewall policy, provide a descriptive note about it for future reference, and 
manage the rules that make up the policy.
To configure a unified IP firewall policy that applies to both switches and APs: 

1. Navigate to Configuration > Advanced Configuration > Security Policies > IP Firewall Policies and 
then click New. 

2. Enter the following fields:

Policy Name: The name of the IP firewall policy. The name can be up to 32 characters and cannot 
include spaces. After you create a policy initially, this is the one field that you cannot modify. 

Description: Add a useful note about the policy, such as its purpose. For example, type “Unified IP 
Policy for Switches and APs.” The description can be up to 64 characters long, including spaces.

3. In the IP Firewall for Switches section, select the + and enter the following fields:
Source IP: This is the address from which traffic originates. Select one or more source IP addresses or 
resolvable domain names from the list box. SHIFT-click to select multiple contiguous sources and 
CTRL-click to select multiple noncontiguous sources. If you do not see the address or domain you 
want, click the New icon and define it. (See the online Help for instructions.) Select “any” to 
represent all IP addresses. 

The unified IP firewall policy is supported on Aerohive switches functioning as switches and APs functioning 
as APs. Branch routers, switches functioning as routers, and APs functioning as routers support network 
firewalls.

There are fewer fields available in the Firewall Policy for Switches than in the Firewall Policy for APs 
sections. First, configure the fields in the switch section, and then replicate the switch configuration 
in the AP section. To make the switch firewall and the AP firewall a unified policy, make sure the 
configuration for both devices match.
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Destination IP: This is the address to which traffic is sent. Select one or more destination IP addresses 
or resolvable domain names from the list box. SHIFT-click to select multiple contiguous sources and 
CTRL-click to select multiple noncontiguous sources. If you do not see the address or domain you 
want, click the New icon and define it. (See the online Help for instructions.) Select “any” to 
represent all IP addresses. 
Service: Select the type of traffic to which the policy applies. For the switches, only Network Services 
is supported. When you select Network Services, the Select Services page is displayed. Create a new 
service for the unified IP firewall policy, by clicking the + icon in the middle of the page. 

The Network Services > New page is displayed. For the switches, you can specify the name, 
description, IP protocol, and port number. Enter the following and then click Save:

Name: Type the name for a network service. The name can be up to 32 characters and cannot 
include spaces.
Description: Type a meaningful note about the service, such as a description of its function (for 
example, “Network service for unified IP firewall”). The description can be up to 64 characters long 
and can include spaces.
Service Idle Timeout: This field is supported by APs only. It is not supported by switches.
IP Protocol: Choose the type of protocol that you want the service to use. For switches, there are 
three predefined IP protocols in the drop-down list:

• TCP (Transmission Control Protocol) - 6
• UDP (User Diagram Protocol) - 17
• SVM (SpectraLink Voice Priority) - 119
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You can also define a custom IP protocol by choosing CUSTOM. A new field called Protocol Number 
replaces the Port Number field. Enter the protocol ID number that you want to use. Its value can be 
from 1 to 255. 
Port Number: For services that use TCP or UDP, you also need to set a destination port number that 
the receiving device can use to map the service to a particular processor. Select a value from 1 to 
65535.
ALG Type: This field is supported by APs only. It is not supported by switches.

4. The Select Services page is displayed again. Click the check box next to the network service that 
you just created and then tap or click > to add this service to the Selected Services column. Then 
Click OK. You are returned to the IP Firewall Policies page. Enter the following fields. Then click the 
Save icon.
Action: The action that the device performs when it receives traffic matching the three-part tuple of 
source address-destination address-service. The IP firewall can perform the following actions:

Permit: The device allows traffic to traverse its firewall.

Deny: The device blocks traffic from traversing its firewall.

5. Within the same policy, select + in the Firewall Policy for APs section, and create a firewall policy for 
the APs in your network that will apply to the same instance as the switch IP firewall policy that you 
just configured. Replicate the settings for the switch which are described above. (The only exception 
is that the network service that you created will be available from the Select Services page.) The IP 
Firewall Policies page is displayed again. Configure the remaining fields to match the switch 
configuration and then click Save.

Adding the Unified IP Firewall Policy Configuration to a User Profile
After you configure a unified IP firewall policy for switches and APs, you must add the policy to a user profile. 

1. Navigate to Configuration > User Profiles and then click New. Enter the following fields:
Name: Enter a descriptive name for the user profile. When you later choose a user profile while 
configuring an SSID, this name appears in the user profile list. The name can be up to 32 characters 
long and cannot include spaces.
Attribute Number: When the security access for an SSID is WPA/WPA2 PSK (Personal) or WEP or Open, 
the user profile attribute number links the user profile to an SSID so that the device can apply the 
appropriate firewall to all traffic on that SSID. 
When employing RADIUS authentication, consider including the attribute number as part of the user 
profile name. Devices identify which user profile to apply to traffic from authenticated RADIUS users 
by matching the attribute value that a RADIUS authentication server returns with the attribute value 
assigned to a user profile referenced by the SSID. Including the attribute value in the user profile 
name makes it easier to keep track of the user profiles assigned to SSIDs so that you can make sure 
they match the appropriate RADIUS user groups with corresponding values.
The attribute number must be unique for each user profile that appears in the same network policy. 
You can set a number between 1 and 4095. 
Default VLAN: Choose the VLAN that you want to assign to traffic from members of this user profile. 
Description: Type a meaningful comment that describes the user profile for later reference. The 
comment can be up to 64 characters long, including spaces.

2. Select the arrow next to Firewalls to expand this section. Enter the following fields in the IP Firewall 
Policy section and then click Save.

For information about moving rules within a firewall policy, see the online Help.
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From-Access: This is the address to which traffic is sent. Select the unified IP firewall policy you 
configured in the previous procedure. This field applies to both APs and switches. 

To-Access: This field applies to APs only. It is not supported by switches.

Default Action: Choose either Permit or Deny from the drop-down menu for traffic that does not 
match the IP address and services in the policies. 

If you want to permit all traffic from members of the user profile to except traffic to or from a few IP 
addresses, then create IP firewall policies denying traffic to or from those addresses and choose 
Permit as the default action. Similarly if you want to deny all traffic from members of the user profile 
except traffic to or from specific IP addresses, then create IP firewall policies permitting traffic to or 
from those address and choose Deny as the default action.

Binding the User Profile to Access Port Types on the Switch
After you have added the unified IP firewall policy to a user profile, you must bind the configured user profile 
to a port type for the switch and then push the updated configuration onto your devices in order for the 
unified IP firewall policy to take effect. 

1. Navigate to Configuration > Guided Configuration and then select a network policy. Select a 
Device Template for a switch, select the ports that you want to assign to the unified IP firewall and 
then click Configure to assign a port type on the Choose Port Type menu. Then click OK.

2. In the Port Types section, select Add/Remove in the User Profile column to assign the user profile to a 
switch port. Select the user profile from the Choose User Profiles menu and then click Save.

When configuring a port type, make sure you do not select “Allow Multiple Hosts (Same VLAN)” in 
the Authentication section of the Port Types > New page. If you select this check box, the 
configured IP firewall policy will not take affect.
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3. Select a Device Template for an AP and the ports that you want to assign to the unified IP firewall 
policy, then click Configure to assign a port type on the menu, and then click OK.

4. In the Port Types section, select Add/Remove in the User Profile column to assign the user profile to 
an AP port. Select the user profile form the Choose User Profiles menu, and then click Save.

5. Proceed to the Configure and Update Devices section to push the configuration to your devices.

Support Enhancements for NAC
Enhancements have been made to provide full support for Network Access Control (NAC) solutions for 
BYOD network access. When the NAC application recognizes a new device, or a device that is not 
compliant with the enforced network policy, it sends a request to the RADIUS server, which then issues a 
Change of Authorization (CoA) message. When HiveOS receives a CoA message, it changes the user profile 
ID to redirect the user to either a new-user web portal where they can enter first-time credentials, or a 
quarantine web portal for remediation.

Several new features have been added to HiveManager to support this feature in the user profile, IP firewall, 
and AAA Client profile sections. 

There are three steps to enable NAC in HiveManager, which are described in the following sections:

• Enable the Default Redirect Action and specify the URL for the web portal in the user profile.
• Configure the IP firewall policy to support the redirect option.
• Enable CoA messages in the RADIUS client profile.

To enable the Default Redirect Action in the user profile:

1. Navigate to Configuration > User Profiles.
2. On the User Profiles page, click the name of an existing profile to modify it, or click New to create a 

new user profile. 

In the Unified IP firewall, you can bind a user profile to an access port type that is configured with or 
without authentication.
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If you create a new profile, complete the required fields and then proceed to Step 3. For more 
information about how to create a user profile, see the online Help.

3. On the User Profiles > Edit page (to modify an existing profile) or the User Profiles > New page (if you 
are creating a new profile), expand the Optional Settings section, and the Firewalls section. 

4. In the IP Firewall Policy section, select the check box to Enable Default Redirect Action. By default, 
the From-Access and To-Access fields change to Redirect-Only.

5. Enter the URL to which you want users redirected in the Redirecting URL field.
6. Click Save.

To enable CoA messages from the RADIUS server:

1. Navigate to Configuration > Advanced Configuration > AAA Client Settings.
2. On the AAA Client Settings page, click the name of an existing RADIUS client profile to modify it, or 

click New to create a new RADIUS client profile.
If you create a new RADIUS client profile, complete the name and description fields, and then 
proceed to Step 3. For more information about how to create RADIUS client profiles, see the online 
Help.

3. From the AAA Client Settings > Edit page (to modify an existing profile), or the AAA Client Settings > 
New page (if you are creating a new profile), expand the Optional Settings section and select the 
check box to Permit Dynamic Change of Authorization Message (RFC 3576).

4. Click Save.
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To enable the redirect option in the IP firewall policy:
1. Navigate to Configuration > Advanced Configuration > Security Policies > IP Firewall Policies.
2. On the IP Firewall Policies page, click the name of an existing IP firewall policy to modify it, or click 

New to create a new IP firewall policy.
If you create a new IP firewall policy, complete the Policy Name and Description fields and then 
proceed to Step 3.

3. To enable the redirect option, navigate to Configuration > Advanced Configuration > Security 
Policies > IP Firewall Polices. 

4. In the Firewall Policy for APs section, you can either modify an existing rule to redirect or create a 
new rule to redirect. 
To modify an existing rule, click the pencil icon.
To create a new rule, click the plus sign in the top right corner. For more information about how to 
create firewall policy rules, see the online Help.

5. Select Redirect from the Action drop-down menu. 
6. Click Save.

The IP firewall redirect option allows NAC applications to redirect a client to a specific URL as part of an 
enforcement policy. For example, NAC immediately terminates the current network connection for a 
client device that does not have antivirus software installed, or for a client that is sending spam 
messages or initiating malicious attacks on network servers. In these cases, a NAC CoA disconnect 
message can terminate authorization by assigning the client user profile ID to a non-compliant category, 
resulting in the client being held in quarantine with no network access. After the network admin performs 
remediation, the client user profile is recategorized as compliant, and the client is granted full access to 
network services.
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